Statement from the Arts and Humanities Alliance (UK; http://artsandhums.org/) on the vetoing of Australian Research Council grant applications in the Humanities.

The Arts and Humanities Alliance (AHA), an association of learned societies that work together to promote the interests of the arts and humanities in the UK, expresses its serious concern at the vetoing by the (former) Education Minister of Australia Simon Birmingham of applications to the Australian Research Council (ARC). As revealed in the Senate's Estimates Committee on 25 October 2018, and detailed in the Times Higher Education, the minister 'in an extraordinary departure from protocol', blocked the allocation of c£2.3 million in grants. The eleven blocked projects had been rigorously peer reviewed, considered by a Selection Advisory Committee drawn from the ARC’s College of Experts, and recommended by the ARC’s CEO for funding.

The AHA condemns political interference in decisions over research grant funding, and in particular the attack on the arts and humanities inherent in the ministerial veto, which only affected humanities grant applications. The AHA further expresses solidarity with the eleven research teams from across Australia whose funding applications were secretly vetoed despite the ARC’s recommendation to fund them.
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